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Black 4. TSA: Beer sale next to
common cause of terrorism -
sandipc ====== sandipc
offtopic: The TSA says its
decision to allow beer sales in
airport terminals was designed
to encourage people traveling
with children to eat and drink.
Seems they are lobbying the
government on behalf of the
real terrorists. own. On 20
August, General Echols was then
ordered to Savannah, Georgia.
On 19 March, a total of 12 U.S.
soldiers were killed and 71
wounded in a four-hour-long
battle that took place near the
town of Pleiku, Vietnam, and on
the arrival of U.S.
reinforcements, the battle came
to an end. Meanwhile, at the
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town of Nui Dat, a group of Viet
Cong went on a rampage and
killed and wounded dozens of
GIs, including five Marines.
Marine sources place the
number of wounded between 39
and 49. An initial US
counterattack was stopped by
an enemy assault; the wounded
Marines had to be evacuated
from the site. In the final phase,
the United States launched an
amphibious assault as
thousands of Marines and US
Navy SEALs fought and killed
hundreds of Viet Cong in the
beachhead at Chu Lai. 2
November: US soldiers in
combat Two serious incidents
were reported to the (Vietnam)
press on 2 November 1965. The
first occurred near the village of
Ap Tang, during a search for an
alleged Viet Cong ambusher
who had killed a Marine guard
the previous night. There were
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about two dozen US soldiers,
accompanied by South
Vietnamese soldiers. They
separated into several squads to
search various villages and
surrounding areas. The ambush
occurred while they were
searching a village. Reports by
the New York Times and NBC
say that "Chinese soldiers"
opened fire on a patrol of 20
Marines and South Vietnamese
soldiers
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10 comments: The affected

system is Windows
2000/Vista/7, this is caused by

an application called dunst
which creates the "Windows"
directory on Windows. This

trigger the builtin-check which is
responsible for resets (Zerosize,

anti-virus software or
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inexperienced employees) of
the system. The system will

reboot after this. This particular
error code is typical for

LAPPSolution
company.LAPPSolution is a

perfectly known auction Service
Company, which is selling and

providing Softwares and Drivers
for a specific product-line, which
consists of different Hardware
ID's (Models of the computer).

When a customer, who has that
specific hardware product
bought a laptop, then the

company will in the first time
transfer the required drivers or
softwares from their server to
your laptop. If there are some
essential or missing Drivers,
then the laptop will not work
properly with that Hardware,

due to the fact that the laptop is
a bit in intelligent. If a customer

got any Hardware problems,
which have a restricted
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hardware-device or parts
missing, the company will send

an id card, which have all
necessary hardware-devices or

parts, which are missing on your
laptop. The LAPPSolution offer 2

types of repair
service:1.Technical: So the

customer gets the hardware-
devices or parts which are

missing on his own
laptop.2.Financial: The company
will pay a max. amount of only

$85 per day to repair your
laptop, and you only have to

pay $145 per laptop. So in case
of spending 8-10 days to repair
your laptop, you will only have
to pay $200.00 for that. Thanks
for giving me the opportunity to

post a comment, but your
statement regarding the

security of LAPPSolution's site is
false. After installing a new

version of Java, they change the
certificate, that site cannot be
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accessed from a PC and can be
accessed only from a MAC,
which is the only computer
supported by the software.

Which is why I think that it's a
MAC problem. A possible

solution could be to reinstall the
MAC version of Java on your

laptop and try again. "Requires
Mac OS X Lion or later" is a lie -

it worked in Snow Leopard.
Leopard, Lion, and Mountain

Lion are all supported, and the
application seems to work for
every single one - I've tested
this and it has always worked.
Not sure why it is described as
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